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  The Bachelor of Commerce in Computer Applications is an
undergraduate degree designed to give students knowledge on various
facets of computer technology in integration with     Commerce.
Computer Applications in B.Com provide students with insights into the
basis of Commerce like accountancy,banking, research,law, computer
applications,and computer technology in business. Upon completing
the program, students will be conversant with computer programming,
input/output devices, hardware/software, etc., along with the concepts
of Commerce. This program is designed to educate students to all of the
major aspects of commerce and computer applications while also
preparing them for careers in the IT and commerce sectors.

RECRUITERS 

Accredited with 'A++ Grade by NAAC with CGPA of 3.69/4
Affiliated  to Bharathidasan University 

Tiruchirapalli  - 620017

ABOUT THE PROGRAMME 

B.COM COMPUTER
 APPLICATIONS 

ADMISSION OPEN

2024-2025

0431-2770136 / 2770158

www.bhc.edu.in

info@bhc.edu.in

M.Com in Computer Applications
M.Com with any other specialization
MBA
MCA
MIB
M.Sc IT
CA, CMA, CS
Bachelor of Law  

FUTURE PLANS 

:
:

:
:

Comprehend core knowledge in the concepts of techniques of
Commerce and it's applications related to the business
environment .

Demonstrate skills in programming , Networking, Applications and
in Statistical ,Tally packages related to Computer Applications.

Exhibit competent and Competitive skills Employability and
Entrepreneurship .

Practice Professional and social ethical values in the business
environment.

BEST OUTCOMES 
Internship and Project work is carried out to
motivate and train students to provide a clear and
exciting work experience .

Industry  Visits are arranged to learn practically
through interactions, working methods and
employment practices.

Certificate courses are offered to complement
academic performance with practical skills and
enhance student employability and
entrepreneurship.

Presenting papers at National/ International
seminars / Conference the students get individual
early experience and improve written and oral
communications.

The top organization  WIPRO ( WADIC) specially
hire B.Com Computer Applications graduates.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS 

ELIGIBILITY 

Minimum requirement is 10+2 years of Schooling

Student should have studied Commerce and
Accounts as major subjects along with either
Business Mathematics and Computer Applications.
 

Apply now on : www.admission.bhc.edu.in


